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The application of fist Infrared detectors to detonation science* 
XUliaa G. von Holle and Ray A. McMillans 

Lawrence Llvermore National Laboratory, Chealstry and Materials Science Department, 
University of California, Llveraore, California 94550 

Abstract 
Infrared radiometers have been used to make tiae-resolved ealsslon aeasureaents of 

shacked explosives. Instruments of aoderete tl»e resolution were used to estimate 
temperatures In shocked but not detonated explosives. The heterogeneity of the shock-
induced heating was discovered in pressed explosives by two-band techniques, and the 
time-resolved emlttanee or extent of hot spot coverage indicated a great dependence on 
shock pressures. Temperatures in moderately shocked organic liquids were also aeasured. 

Faster response radiometers with 5 ns rise tlaes based on InSb and HgCdTe photovoltaic 
detectors were constructed end tested. Preliminary data on reactive shacks and detona
tions reveals j resolution of the heating in the shock wave and the following reaction. 

Introduction 
The application of tine resolved infrared radiometry to detonation related phenomena 

occurred first with the temperature measurement of shocked metal plates 1' 2'' and shaped 
charge Jets' in flight. Mid-infrared detectors such as InSb are convenient for these 
probelms in which the temperature range encountered is 200 to 1500'C. Visible and ultra
violet pyrometry, which are well developed techniques In many laboratories, are best suited 
to higher temperature hydrodynamio phenomena. They will not be discussed in this paper. 

It seemed reasonable to extend the Infrared techniques developed in the work on metals 
to the detection of the energy Uberatad by chemical reactions induced by shock wives In 
organic energetic materials. One expects chemical decomposition reactions to begin at 
about 200°C In many explosives and propellents, and, of course, final temperatures achieved 
are potentially much higher, depending on the kinetics and thermodynamics of the 
particular reactions in specific materials. 

Time-resolved infrared radiorrtetry has became a useful new technique for the characteri
zation of the sensitivity of explosives and propellents to detonation by Shockwaves. This 
paper is an update on the highlights of this application in several different experiments 
which are of interest to the detonation community and which demonstrate a unique applica
tion of fast Infrared detection. The first part will be a review and brief description of 
significant new results obtained with the 400 ns radiometers fallowed by a discussion of 
the current efforts with a new set of fast-rise Instruments. 

Experimental — Instrumentation 
Originally, the work done at Llvermore on the measurement or the Infrared emission from 

shocked energetic materials was done with radiometers converted from line scanners made by 
Infraaetries, Corp., Bedford. Massachusetts. They contained InSb detectors, 2-5.5 |ii, with 
an approximate D* of l.lxlO 1 1 cm H j / 2 watt"1 and a fixed Instantaneous field of 
view.of 2x10-3 radian. For most applications a sharp Cut-on filter at 4.086 tin was used 
on one ditector In a pseudo two-color system with a 2 nm-thick sapphire beaa splitter. 
Calibration was performed in the actual experimental configuration with a 200-1000"C infra
red bisckbody souice. Experiments on 20 ns pulsed laser burn of alumlnlred eylar films 
Indicated a response time of less than 500 ns. 

Much faster rlsetlae radiometers Incorporating InSb (2-5.5 pm) and HgCdTe (5.5-11.3 pm) 
detectors from Eltek, Corp,, Larchmont, N.Y., were designed and constructed in-house. 
Both or these were similarly designed with Perry Model 490 wideband signal amplifiers and 
100 aa r.l., 50 ma Ulaater Germanium lenses for focusing. Details of the construction and 
testing will be found in reference 4. Figure 1 shows a labeled photograph of one of the 
fast radiometers, which have Instantaneous fields of view of less than }xlD~ 3 radians. 
The translatable lens allows variable focusing, but it has only been used at a constant 
range of of 1.3 a. A 101 mm single-stage gas gun was used to launch projectile flyer 
plates In order to produce smooth, flat shock waves in the samples. Figure 2 shows the 
•Dork performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory under contract No. W-7405-ENG-48. 
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Figure 1. 
removed. 

Photo of fast HgCdTe radiometer with cover 

Figure 2. 101 M gun experimental arrangement. 

experimental arrangement used 
*lth the gun. Piezoelectric 
pins ware used to determine 
projectile velocity, tilt end 
to trigger recording 
oscilloscopes. Host 
experiments «ere carried out 
with 7 or 12 mm thick flyer* of 
Aluminum or Copper, and their 
velocities cere varied to very 
the impect shock pressure in 
the samples. Ambient pressure 
In the experimental chamber was 
alweysless than $0 mllll-Torr at 
shot time. 

Results and discussion 
Opaque explosives 
In the first experiment done 

on the measurement of the 
infrared emission from shocked 
explosives, e 5 mm thick disk of 
shocked PBXJ404" yielded ths 
radiance histories In Figure J. 
The signal peaks near the 
beglnlng ere evidence for the 
formation and cooling of small 
hot spots near tho free surface 
of the explosive. Li support of 
this contention, the ratio or two 
band temperature at the peak is 
considerably greater than either 
single-band result, and the 
nearly exponential decay from the 
peak with an approximate 10 |is 
time constant is Indicative of an 
Initial hot spot sire on the 
order of few microns.J 

Consistent with this 
Interpretation^ similar 
experiments on low density and 
high porosity explosives 
yielded higher radiances and 
temperatures, as expected, and e 
large effect of perticle sire 
distribution.6 

Bare charges of the insensitive 
explosive TATB, (triaminotrl-
nltrobenzene} were shocked In 
experiments slmiler to the 
.HMX-contalnlng materials with 

results i t shown In Figure 4. The 2-5.5 u* band signal history shape is similar to PBX94D4 
except thet the peak signal level Is considerably smaller; however, thr 4-5.5 |im peek Is 
nearly flat. This non-grey body behevlor could be explained by the nature of the hot 
spots In TATB. Perhaps the cause Is e lack or chemical reactivity in cooler hot spots In 
which only the hot TATB emits with little or the rinal combustion products, H 20 and CO;, present. The 4-5,5 n* region encompasses strong absorption (and emission) bands of 
H^D and CO; only, without strong TATB bands, while the 2-5.5 H " hand is sensitive to 
both hot TATB and products of complete decomposition reaction.7 

Although the above blre charge resultu ^ve been useful In the study of shock-Induced 
reactivity, a leek of knowledge shock-re.,iased surface states leaves us without 
quantitative information. In th =. . experiments the material near the free surface is 
shocked and immediately released »/ the rerefactlon from the surface. In order to 

S4* cyclotetramethylene tetrenltramlne (HMX), 4X nitrocellulose and 3* Trl-
-chlorethylphospate plus sttblizer. 
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Figure 3. Oscilloscope traces fro* a 3.8 GPa Figure *. Oscilloscope trices froi a 
impact on 5 mm thick bate PBX 9104. The top 8.0 GPa impact on 12.7 •• thick bare TATB 
trace Is the 2-5.5 M » band; the lower Is the The top trace Is the 2-5.5 Mm band; 
4-5.5 pa band. Both are 5 (is per major the lowet Is the 4-5.5 n» band. Both are 
division sweep speed. 1 (is per najor division Sweep speed. 
simulate the interior of the explosives hydrodynamlcally, shock Impedance-Retching 
infrared transmitting window: were attached to their down-stream faces. As long as the 
window Is a good Impedance natch, the pressure is sustained and the thermodynamic state of 
a finite thickness of material observed near the interface evolves as if the window were 
not present at least until a rarefaction reaches the interface. Thermal conduction it 
negligible on the time scale of these experiments. Figure 5 shows a conparslon of the two 
techniques with an KHX containing propellant. Addition of the window causes an immediate, 
strong reaction following shock passage while the bare charge exhibits only an initial 
weak signal followed nuch later by a stronger signal. 

As in the bare charge case, a large discrepancy between the single band and two-band or 
color temperatures was discovered. Again, the color temperatures were much higher than 
the single band results, indicating a heterogeneously heated explosive material. In 
addition, the evolution of this surface could now be nonltored with some knowledge of the 
hydrodynaaic state of the neterlal. The enlttance in each bind was calculated according 
to equation 1. 

band ^ /ii 
€ /*%T>dX ( U 

in equation (1), wobs i s the observed signal, W D D (IL.T) is the Plank blackbody 
function, and the integral is the single-band radiance at the true temperature. The band 
emlttance can be considered as a measure of the surface fraction of explosive reacted 
under certain assumptions. The mast important ones are that the emittance of the hot 
spots themselves is unity and that the surrounding material is relatively cooler. 
Resultant fraction reacted histories for several experiments on PBXJ404/KC1 are shown in 
Figure 6. For these results the average of the two-band temperatures, which remained 
relatively Independent of impact shock pressures, was assumed to be the true temperature. 
Creditlbillty of the results rests Mainly on a close natch by a simulation with a computer 
calculation using a ID hydro-code including a pressure dependent energy release rate 8 

and a near coincidence for the two independently obtained single bands. Two interesting 
features of these fraction reactisd histories are the rapid change of slope (reaction rate) 
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Figure 5. Comparison of twp experiments on 
an HMX-based propellant. The t i n trace Is 
the 2 - 5 . 5 (i* bind result fro* the i>are with tine for etch experiment m d 
material it 5.0 GPi; the bottom from the the greit sensitivity of the initial 
sine propellent with KCl attached it 2.75 GFi slopes to impiet shock pressure. 

The first feature Is consistent with 
Imbedded nianganin pressure gauge experiments,9 in which the pressure increases very 
rapidly following shock passage for aodtrately strong shocks. The siallir appearance of 
the manganin pressure histories and the radiance curves indicites I Moderate effect of 
pressure on the rate of reaction following I given shock. Figure 7 Illustrates the 
extreme dependence of the initial reaction rite on shock pressure for various 
experiments. The straight line fit to the data shown in the figure Is a powar law with an 
exponent of £.7. Undoubtedly, soae integration over the response tine of ihe radloieters 
tnd i non-zero i.t. penetration depth added soae contribution to the exponent, but there 
reaalns a sharp dependence. Frot this we concluded that the number of hot spots per unit 
area Is greatly dependent on shock strength, establishing i clear experlaental distinction 
between the hot spot formation process and their subsequent growth.8 

Recent work on the TATB/KC1 system shows a siailar dependence of the fraction reacted 
histories on lapact pressure. In this case, however, a lirg* effect of particle size 
distribution was also discovered. Figure 8 shows reaction histories froa two sets of 
experiments, one using an ultriflne particle size distribution (mem size, 9 M » ) and one i 
much coarser distribution (lean size 58 pi); each wis pressed to the s u e noainil density, 
1.66 g/cmJ. tilthln etch set of experiments, Increasing Impact pressure causes large 
changes in the reaction curves. Also, there ire two outstanding differences due to 
particle distribution shown in Figure t. The first is that the signals arise sooner in 
the coarse material, Implying that the shock velocity is higher in this material. 
Secondly, the initial slopes of the curves (reaction rates) ere greater In the fine TATS 
for similar impact shock strengths. Comparisons at the shock pressures n e n 5.1 GPa and 
7.5 GPa are the most revealing. At first these two observations may seem contradictory; 
however, one lust distinguish between reaction in or neir the shock front, which would 
most affect the velocity, and reaction following the front. The results could be 
Interpreted by hotter hot spots in tha coarse thin in the fine explosive, which 
experiences a higher burn rite liter In the flow due to a larger number of hot spots and i 
larger specific surfice area. These conclusions ire prellaimry and await further 
experimental corroboration, but they are consistent with our earlier interpretation of the 
PBX $404 fraction reaction histories, namely, that a larger Initial slope means i larger 
number of hot spots. 
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Figure 7. PBX 9404/KC1 Initial slope of 
fraction reacted hlstores (rates) versus 
impact pressure. 
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Timt from impact (ft) 

Figure S. 2-5.5 pi signals fro* three 
experiments on neat liquids, «hich were 
contained between polished stainless 
steel buffer plates and 2.0 an thick 
sapphire windows. 

>feKW' 

2 3 4 S 6 7 I 

Time from impact (JII) 

Figure a. TATB/KC1 friction reacted 
histories. Numbers refer to Impact 
pressures. 

Shocked liquid temperature measurements 
Temperature measurements in shocked 
organic liquids are Important because of 
the theoretical difficulty of calculating 
accurate temperatures and because of 
their Importance In the Interpretation of 
shocked liquid explosives. Tine-resolved 
Infrared radiometry offers i non-
intrusive, remote technique for such 
measurements which is partlcualrly 
attractive. 

Figure 9 shows the early radiance 
signal histories from three typical 
experiments on two liquids of about 21 mm 
thickness with a sapphire window. These 
are clearly different than the opaque 
solid results. An exponential Increase 
is followed by a sharper rise, presumably 
at shock inpect with the sapphire 
window. The following Interpretation 
allows the determination of Hugor.iot 
temperatures for moderate shocks. 
Solution of the radiation transport 
equation111 modified for • shock lr • 
partially transparent homogeneous medium, 
assuming the reflectlvltes of the shock 
front and buffer (driver) plate are 
negligible, leads to a expression for the 
observed radiation, w 0 0 5 , In equation 2 

« o b s « /(l -T(x))e- o x H b bU,T)dn (2) 

wheie TOO Is the transmitcance of the 
shacked layer; a is the absorption 
coefficient of the retaining unshocked 
liquid of thickness, x; and wbb().,T) 
Is the Plank blackbody function, as 
before. Equation 2 reduces to an 
exponential dependence of the radiance 
signal on ti (or time) as T U ) approaches 
zero, in agreement with the observed 
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txpontntiil signals of Figure ». when x • D in equation (2), i.e., tht shock reaches the 
end of the liquid, the observed signal should correspond to the blackbody value. Results 
of several expedients on nltromethent, i very insensitve liquid explosive, yielded 
reasonable temperatures which vere similar for each band below 7.0 CPa. 1 1 At 7.4 CPa 
significant deviations between the two bands occured; the signal levels Increased above 
that expected for an inert shock for the 7.4 GPa nltrouetrun* curve as in Figure >. It 
Is believed that an unexpected partial decomposition reaction occurring before detonation 
Is the cause for the deviation in behavior of ntro*ethane above 7.D CPa. 

Results of 5 ns radiometers 
As a demonstration of the rise time of the fast reponse radiometers and as a dynamic 

calibration of the new instruments, experiments were dona on a previously exeminad 
system, explosively loaded copper plates. Figure 10 is an oscilloscope trice of tltt 
voltage from the InSb radiometer looking at a 1.5 mm copper plat* driven by detonating 
pex 9404. The plate wes polished flat then oxidized in a furnace to Increase tht Infrared 
emisslvity. The observed rise tire of shout 10 ns must be reduced by about 5 ns tilt in 
the impacting flyer over the 4 ma spot size, leaving approximately 5 ns for tht detector-
electronics contribution to the rise time. The expected flat signal from the residual 
temperature of the target persists over the length of the trace with tht desired 
Slgnai-to-nolse ratio. A sillier fast rise was observed for the HgcdTe radiometer In a 
separate experiment. BMi j"" •"'—r-^—. 1 1 1— 

Figure 11. Experimental and calculated 
copper residual temperatures. 

Much lover signals were observed with shocked polished OFKC copper plates, but the 
results can be compared to previous experimental and calculated copper residual 
temperatures. Figure 11 contains the current residual tttperatures of shocked, alrror-
polished plates and tht oxidized pistes. The abscissa is the approximate pressure 
generated in the attal by the explosive loading. These results on polished copper, which 
Is shown as the range for a range cf the assumed eaittanct, vere obtained from the InSb 
end HgCdTe instruments in separate experiments. Ths new data range spans past experi
mental values obtained from two-color Infrared radlomttry,2 resistence measurements of 
explosively loaded copper foils" and the calculated values. 1 1 The oxidized copper 
plat* data, labeled Cu(0) in the figure and derived using an ealttance of unity, H e 
understandably et higher temperatures. 

The results of a shocked TATB (1.86 g/cm') experiment Is contained In Figure 12. For 
thest experiments, tht 12.7 am disks of ultrafi.it TATb wtrt polished flit and attached to 
KCl windows with t small amount of silicone grtass to Insure « continuous interface. The 
earlier TATB/KC1 results were obtained by pressing TATS po.mz directly onto KCl disks in 
a ram press. Radiance histories from tht HgCdTe radiometer pieced in tht number ont 
position (ate Fig. 2) art shown in Figure 12. Reflection off a KCl beta splitter resulted 
in about t SOX degradation of slgnil-to-no.\tt. In the trace from tht higher Impact 
prtssure experiment a sharp increase nttr knock arrival at tht inttrrtct la follond by t 
mote gradual Increase to a Itvtl signal. Preliminary interpretation it that the sharp 
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Increase represents heating In the shock front which Is foHo«id by Increasing levels of 
reaction. Radiance histories observed with the slow radiometers did not resolve this 
first feature, which allows i direct observation of the relative energy release In the 
shock and following! Lowering the impact pressure to 7.6 CPi, substantially reduces the 
shock w«v« riont signal and nearly eliminates the following growth. 

Results from the InSb radlometir in 
position 12 Indicate the sane 
contrasting bahavlor between the two 
experiments. The observed threshold-
like behavior Is consistent with the 
previous set of results shown In Figure 
8'for ultriflnt TATS; however, the 
7.5-7.6 GPa comparison between the two 
sets Indicates disagreement it to the 
threshold pressure, probably because of 
the different interface preparation. 
Quantitative analysis of the shocked 
TA7B date has not yet been done, but 
the results thus far are encouraging. 
Additional experiments will be carried 
Dut at various Impact pressures and 
with different particle size 
distributions. 
Experlaents on detonating explosives in 
similar target assemblies as the above 
shack studies revealed interesting 
radiance histories. A typical trace 
resulting from a detonation in P6XJ40* 
passing Into a KBr window, which comes 
close to matching the 9*0* detonation 
product Hugonlot, Is shown In Figure 
1}. Preliminary Interpretation Is 
based on the Zeldovltch-vonNeunaft. 
Doerlng" theory of reaction 2one 
structure. Essentially It is a strong 
shock wave initiating chemical reaction 
which is complete at the Chapman Oouget 
(CJ) plane rolloved by the expanding 
and cooling detonation products. A 
short exponential signal increase is 
rolloved by a sharp increase of only a 
few nanoseconds durttlon, which Is 
probably the result of the leading 
shock. The much slower rise to the 
peek signal and decrease may represent 
subsequent energy release in the 
reaction zone; however, the time to 
retch ths peak signal is too long to 
represent the actual reaction zone 
thickness as measured by other 
techniques, e.g., 30 ns, measured by 
experimental particle velocity 
records," 

Other explosives yield similar data 
with different signal levels and 
different time intervals. Preliminary 
assignment of brightness temperatures 

indicates a non-greybotiy emission with HgCdTe detector yielo'lng « much higher peak 
temperature. More experiments and theoretical calculations are required to explore the 
potential of this new technique to reveal Information on detonation reaction zone 
structure. 

Figure 12. HgCdTe traces from shocked TATB 
experiments. Shock pressures were 9.0 GPa 
for the top and 7.6 GPa for the bottom. Both 
are 200 ns per major division. 

Figure 13. HgCdTe trace from a detonation 
in PBX M O * observed through-KBr at 500 ns 
per major division. -

Conclusions 
Infrared radlometry Is a relatively new tool for reactive shock wave and detonation 

diagnostics, and applications are Just beginlng. Some have been reviewed in this paper, 
and atny more are feasible. Beyond simple radlometry we look forward to new Developments 
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in infrared technology for future applications, such as gated Of tine- and -, jvelength-
resolved multiplex detection and high resolution Imaging In a single shot. 
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